
AL MESSILA IS A PIONEER 
IN COMBINING A 
WORLD-CLASS WELLNESS 
CENTER, ACCLAIMED 
DINING, INNOVATIVE 
KIDS’  CLUB AND UPSCALE 
ACCOMMODATION.

Grand in scale, resort’s stately 
porte-cochère emulates walking into a 
private palace, where a genuine welcome 
is infused with the expansive warmth of 
Qatari culture.

Located just 25 minutes from Hamad 
International Airport, this modern resort 
has been designed to respect the area’s 
green heritage. Embracing the 
environment through its name, 
translated as ‘where water flows’, the 
resort exhibits indigenous Mimosa and 
Acacia trees, alongside an abundance of 
native flora and fauna.

CAPTIVATING DESTINATION

Discover Qatar, where traditional Arabic 
hospitality meets modern ambition. From 
untouched scenic desert landscapes of the Inland 
Sea to its emerging cities, Qatar is a captivating 
destination off the beaten path. Located within 
the urban oasis of Al Messila, the resort boasts 152 
luxurious rooms, suites and villas, providing 
comfort and privacy. The resort offers eight 
unique restaurants, lounges and bar, a grand 
outdoor pool and a ladies-only wellness retreat 
where you can revive your body and mind. 

EXCEPTIONAL ACCOMODATION

122 Rooms & Suites
•  104 Deluxe Rooms              45m²
•  4 Grand Deluxe Pool View             65m²
•  6 Deluxe Suites               70m²
•  4 Grand Deluxe Suites              97m²
•  2 Signature Suites            155m²
•  2 Al Messila Royal Suites           410m²

30 Premium Villas
boasting a private pool, garden, and exceptional 
butler service
•  15 One-Bedroom Villas            136m²
•  9 Two-Bedroom Villas            183m²
•  4 Three-Bedroom Villas            344m²
•  2 Four-Bedroom Villas            402m²

LITTLE EXPLORERS’ CLUB
with over 831m² of space including

•  Kids’ gym area, indoor rock climbing and 
monkey bars

•  Dedicated cinema for kids with bean bags
•  Interactive playroom with latest technology for 

kids and pre-teens
•  Healthy dining to cater our little guests
•  Kids’ shaded pool area
•  Outdoor playground with interactive water 

fountains, trampolines and an array of rides
•  Educational and fun outdoor activities
•  Boot camp and scavenger hunt

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITES

•  Grand outdoor pool
•  1 outdoor tennis court - Hard court
•  2 indoor squash courts
•  2 jogging tracks

UNMATCHED EVENTS SPACE
with over 1,065.1m² of space including

•  Al Messila Ballroom           391.8m²
     •  Private entrance
     •  Adjacent Bridal suite
•  Rawdha Meeting Room                         49.6m²
•  Al Barza Meeting Room                 48m²
•  Wellness Experience Center              444m²
•  Wellness Meeting Room           131.7m²
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EPICUREAN DESTINATION
An unrivaled and respected dining destination, Al Messila Resort & Spa has eight restaurants, 
lounges and bar associated with some of the world’s most renowned culinary names.

DELI | KITCHEN - Signature Restaurant

Deli Kitchen forges agricultural and healthy products in a unique concept, where you can eat, shop 
and learn under the same roof. Michelin starred chef, Pino Lavarra’s interactive and transcendent 
culinary wisdom adds sophistication in an effortless way.

VERITAS - Italian

A Northern Italian cuisine in an upscale fine dining, offering traditional recipes that are sensual in 
flavor and experience. Elegance and craftsmanship of Michelin starred, Chef Stefano Ciotti brings a 
unique twist to the Italian classics.

CARAVANSERAI - North African

Caravanserai by Carlos Henrique Capparelli orchestrates the concept of ‘Maghreb Meets Doha’, 
presenting the richness of North African cuisine, from refined Moroccan tagines to Tunisian 
Harissa-spiced delicacies, with a Middle Eastern touch. The private dining rooms of Caravanserai 
offers a comforting and unique family dining experience.

SIGA-SIGA - Greek

Contemporary Greek estiatorio, Siga-Siga, serves authentic meze and delectable grills prepared with 
honesty and simplicity. Greek cuisine combining the freshest of ingredients from ‘land and sea’ to 
create a vibrant, engaging, and healthy dining experience.

SNØULL - All-day Nordic

Inspired by friluftsliv (open-air living), the Scandinavian philosophy of reconnecting with nature, 
Michelin starred chef Theis Brydegaard’s Snøull offers healthy, clean and freshest of ingredients 
with Nordic flavors in their purest and richest form. The flavorful and elegant plating of chargrilled 
seafood and meat with seasonal herbs brings the essence of local farms on your plate.

ELIXIR - Signature Bar

Elixir mixes things up with experimental drinks concocted in a laboratory-style bar atmosphere. A 
unique draw, where signature homemade syrups, blended beverages and infusions combine to 
create an unprecedented exploration of taste.

WA’HA - Pool Lounge

WA’HA a treasured venue amidst the lush botanical garden, grand outdoor pool and warm sunny 
breezes isn’t an ordinary pool lounge. Indulge in a unique poolside dining experience where refined 
gourmet cuisine meets the casual dining.

AL’AMMA - Lobby Lounge

Set against a backdrop of contemporary arabesque design and lobby-side location, the lounge is an 
ideal place to enjoy rediscovered and infused tea or coffee with family and friends. The specialty 
afternoon tea is definitely a must-to-try.

AL MESSILA WELLNESS by KH Wellness
Inspiring a Lifetime of Sustainable wellbeing

Placing the most all-embracing and comprehensive 
ladies-only wellness retreat at the heart of one of 
the most luxurious resorts in the country. The 
exceptional architecture allows the natural 
sunlight to enrich the rejuvenation experience.

Offering the most uniquely outstanding and 
comprehensive hydro-thermal facilities in Qatar 
consisting of 3 therapy pools and 4 hydro wellness 
areas called the Worlds (Oriental, Mystic, Mineral, 
Floral).

Each world houses equipment like flotation tanks, 
cocoon beds, Oxygen rooms, Kneipp walks, 
Hammams and salt rooms amongst others that 
have been combined with an exclusive range of 
treatment products and protocols that are 100% 
exclusive to Al Messila.

•  26 treatment rooms
•  2 fully equipped gyms
•  Private training studio, spinning and movement 

studios
•  3 therapy pools and 1 daylight enhanced private 

swimming area
•  Full service beauty salon by Toni & Guy
•  Food lab - MasterChef styled cooking classroom


